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Learning Outcomes

!Identify the relationship between oral and written language.

!Understand the role of language intervention in influencing 
literacy development. 

!Understand how language intervention goals relate to AR 
ELA standards.
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The Connection between Oral 
Language and Written 
Language
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The Spoken and Written Language Connection

!Spoken language provides the foundation for reading and 
writing development.

!There is a reciprocal relationship between spoken and written 
language.

!For the past decade there has been an overwhelming amount 
of evidence supporting the notion that reading problems in 
children are the manifestation of a language disorder 
(Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2005).

From Thomas and Lance, 2021
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Oral Lang and Reading Words

!Evidence supports that there is no variable more related to early 
reading skill than phonological awareness.

!Word recognition relies heavily on phonological and lexical 
knowledge.

!The more young children are able to rhyme, segment (syllables 
and sounds), and identify initial and final sounds in words the 
better they are at early reading tasks.

From Kimhi and Catts (2002)
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Oral Language and Comprehension
!Once student have demonstrated decoding ability, the language 

requirement relies heavily on word meaning.
!Robust word meaning (i.e., lexical meaning) is needed to process 

longer units such as sentences, conversations, expository 
discourse, and narratives.

!Comprehension of larger discourse units requires the ability to 
inference and situational knowledge.

From Kamhi and Catts (2002)
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What is Literacy

!Literacy is more than reading and writing.

!“Dynamic Literacy the ability to not only read between the lines but 
also read across the lines and read beyond the lines through multiple 
levels of texts and text presentation, as is required in a digital world” 
(Westby, 2005).”
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The Phonological Model of Reading Impairment
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From: Shaywitz, 2003
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The Higher Level Language Model of Reading 
Deficits
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From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading

comprehension

fluency 

word 
identification
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Language or Literacy?

Academic Language and the SLP
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Phonology
More than just Speech-Sound Disorders
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Phonemic Awareness & Reading
!It is the knowledge that speech is made up of small units 

and the ability to manipulate those units (Yopp & Yopp, 
2000).

!Phonemic Awareness is a critical skill when trying to 
map the sounds of our language on to the alphabet.
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Dyslexia

!“Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is 
neurobiological in origin.  It is characterized by difficulties 
with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor 
spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically 
result from a deficit in the phonological component of 
language that is often unexpected in relation to other 
cognitive abilities and the provision of effective classroom 
instruction.”  

From: International Reading Association, 2002
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Simple View of Reading
!Learning to read consists of developing skills in two critical areas: 

1. Reading each word in texts accurately and fluently
2. Comprehending the meaning of texts being read

!Both accurate word reading and text comprehension require careful 
systematic instruction.

Form: Catts and colleagues (2015) & 
https://improvingliteracy.org/brief/learning-read-simple-view-reading
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Reading Development

!Early Preschool (ages 3-4)
– Demonstrates that sentences can be segmented into 

words
– Has an interest in sound and rhyming games
– Can identify 10 letters of alphabet 

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.

!Late Preschool (ages 4-5)
– Segments words into syllable (about 50% of this 

population can do this)
– Segments words into sounds (about 20% of this 

population can do this)
– Can identify even more letters of the alphabet

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.

!Beginning Kindergarten (ages 5-5 ½)
– Identifies rhyming words
– Can generate simple rhymes
– Can recognize just about all of the lower and upper 

case letters

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.
Ending Kindergarten (5 ½-6)
!Spoken language

– Can identify words that begin with the same sound
– Can produce the beginning sounds in words
– Counts the number of sounds in a small word
– Blends sounds into words

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.
Ending Kindergarten (5 ½-6)
!Print

– Names all of the letters of the alphabet
– Know sounds of most of the letters of the alphabet
– Mastered the alphabetic principle (a string of letters = a word)
– Begins to decode simple words
– Begins to have some sight words
– Uses invented spelling
– Writes many upper and lower case letters
– Can write own name and names of family members 

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.
First Grade Accomplishments (6-7)
!Spoken Language

– Counts sounds in longer words
– Can perform phoneme elision within a word
– Blends sounds into three phoneme word

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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First Grade Accomplishments (6-7)
!Print

– Reads aloud 1st grade reading level books
– Links letters to sounds when confronted with unknown word
– Decodes one syllable words
– Knows common sound neighborhoods –ate -ite
– Recognizes, by sight, common irregularly spelled words (two, said)
– Reading vocabulary of 300 – 500 words
– Monitors own reading
– Begins to spell accurately
– Read simple instructions
– Self-corrects when makes a reading error

Reading Development, cont.

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.

Second Grade 7-8
!Print

– Decodes unknown words
– Begins to understand multiletter chunking
– Accurately reads some unknown nonsense words (e.g., 
Kalamazoo)

– Begins to read with fluency
– Reads grade-level fiction and nonfiction 
– Reads on own voluntarily From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.

Third Grade
!Print

– Reads  comprehends grade-level text with fluency
– Uses knowledge of prefix, suffix, and root words to infer word meaning
– Reads longer fiction and chapter books
– Summarizes main point from reading
– Correctly studies previously studied words
– Uses dictionary to learn the meanings of words

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Reading Development, cont.
Fourth Grade

!Reads to learn

!Reads for pleasure and information

From: Shaywitz, 2003
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Benchmarks for Phonological Awareness
Age/Grade Skill or Ability
Preschool Rhyme identification, some beginning sound identification, segment words into 

syllables.

Early K Judge and match rhyming words; Generate rhyming words

Mid K Match words with same beginning sounds; Match words with same final sounds; 
Segment initial sounds and final sounds 

Late K Segment and blend two and three sound words that are consonant-vowel (e.g., go), 
vowel- consonant (e.g., up), consonant-vowel- consonant (e.g., cat, moon) 

Early 1st Segment and blend sounds in words with consonant blends (e.g., skate, jump) 

From: Schuele & Boudreau, 2008
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Semantics
What’s in a name?

28
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Vocabulary

!Building vocabulary is a complex process with 
implications that are far reaching in linguistic/cognitive 
organization and development.

!For any given word the learner will have to represent it
– Syntactically
– Morphologically
– Phonologically
– Orthographically (reading and spelling)

From: Montgomery, 2006 
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Selecting Vocabulary 

!Labels
– Names for items
– Limited use
– Don’t use up too 

much time on labels

!Concepts
– Bigger ideas
– Spend Tx time on these
– Results in improved 

comprehension.

From: Montgomery, 2006
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Creating a Robust Vocabulary
!Word Tiers are a way to look at vocabulary which will help 

you prioritize words to be taught.
– Tier 1—labels for things and everyday words
– Tier 2—literate language
– Tier 3—less common words and words that are specific to fields 

of study

From: Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2008
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Fry’s 1,000 Word List
First 100 words account for 50% of the words they will encounter 
during reading.

The entire list accounts for 75% of the words they encounter reading.

From: Graves, 2006
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Syntax
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves. Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; All mimsy 
were the borogoves”

--Lewis Carol
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Be on the Look Out

!Overall maturity of grammatical structure.
!Significant frequency of grammatical errors.
!Limited variety of verb forms.
!Limited ability to generalized morphemes to 

new root words.
!Limited use of copula, auxiliaries, and 

modals.
!Fewer verb arguments.
!Fewer questions.

From: Ukraietz, 2005
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Syntax
!Parts  of Speech

– Noun
– Verbs
– Pronouns
– Adjectives
– Prepositions
– Conjunctions
– Article
– Interjections

!Parts of a Sentence
– Subject
– Predicate
– Direct Object
– Indirect Object
– Object of the preposition 
– Clause
– Compound Sentence
– Complex Sentence

35

ELA State Academic 
Standards
The SLP’s Unique Contribution
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Purpose of Academic Standards
! Is to provide outline demanding grade-level expectations.

!Provide knowledge and skills needed be successful in college and 
workforce. 

!Ensure that students with disabilities (IDEA eligible) are challenged 
to excel within the general curriculum prepared for continued 
education and careers. 

From: http://www.corestandards.org/assets/application-to-students-with-disabilities.pdf
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Academic Standards and Students with 
Disabilities (cont.)

!State Academic Standards are attempting to ensure that 
students have access to the general curriculum and provide 
for additional supports and services: 
– Instructional supports for learning
– Instructional accommodations 
– Assistive technology devices

From: http://www.corestandards.org/other-resources/
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SLPs and Academic Standards
!Work with students who have language difficulties and 

co-occurring academic difficulties
!Should align with Academic Standards
!Have responsibility to implement and integrate Academic 

Standards into speech-language intervention to facilitate 
achievement of standards

!Use EBP and tailor intervention to meet student’s needs

From: ASHA, 2010
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Tx Goal    Standards for Narratives 

Tx Goal 3rd Grade Standard

1. Use of Temporal words or 
elaborated noun and verb 
phrases

RL.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, 
motivations, feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to 
the sequence of events 

2. Episodic Structure or use of 
temporal words

W.3.3.A: Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally. 

3. Conjoining Conjunctions W.3.1.C: Use linking words and phrases (e.g., because, 
therefore, since, for example) to connect opinion and reasons. 

From: Thomas & Lance 2021; Adapted from Ukrainetz, 2013
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Common Core Standards       Language Targets

Grade Reading Standards for Literature Language Targets

K R 3—With prompting and support, identify 
characters, settings and major events in a story

Semantics—Wh Questions

2 R 3—Describe how characters in a story respond to 
major events and challenges

Semantics—Descriptors: 
Adjectives and Adverbs

4 R 3—Describe in depth a character, setting, or even in 
a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the 
text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or action)

Semantics & Pragmatics: 
Descriptors Adjectives, 
Adverbs, Feeling Words

From: Thomas & Lance 2021; Adapted from Ukrainetz, 2013
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Take Aways for SLPs

!Think of ELA Standards as rich in possibilities for linking language 
Dx and Tx to academic success.

!Keep the focus on teaching, learning, and achieving skills within 
purposeful communicative activities.

!Avoid trying to do it all or getting overwhelmed; make choices for 
Tx.

!Advocate for ELA Standards to be used as a guide not a 
prescription, even for regular education.

From: Thomas & Lance 2021; Adapted from Ukrainetz, 2013
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Literature-Based Intervention Unit: Ukrainetz 
(2005)
!Prestory Knowledge Activation
!Shared Reading
!Post Story Comprehension and Discussion
!Focused Skills Activities

– Semantics
– Syntax
– Narrative
– Pragmatics

!Use the Book as a Model for a Parallel Story

43

Story Champs (Spencer & Peterson, 2016)

!https://www.languagedynamicsgroup.com/story-champs/
!“Story Champs was developed to systematically and 

explicitly promote oral language as the foundation to school 
success” (p. 2)

!It is a research based approach that teaches academic 
language through narrative production.

44
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Complete Story Champs Kit
!Story Book with 24 different stories (144 story exemplars with 

varying complexity)
!156 full-color illustration cards for all stories
!30 Story Starter Cards (individual illustration cards support fictional 

and personal story generation)
! Icons to help teach simple and advanced story structure, vocabulary, 

complex linguistic features, and informational text structure
!Peer tutoring tools (Champ Checks)
!Small group games
! Jump Drive From: Spencer & Peterson, 2016
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Story Champs Jump Drive

!Master Lesson Plans featuring evidence-based teaching procedures
!Manual
!Digital Presentation of Illustrations and Icons for teaching in-person 

or virtual lessons
!Printable Writing Organizers
!Classroom activities including picture sequencing, story strips, and 

storybooks
!Printable Take-Home Activities
!Printable posters to facilitate rapid vocabulary growth

From: Spencer & Peterson, 2016
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!The stories included in Story Champs are structured to 
maximize learning.
– Classic A stories target basic story structure
– Classic B stories target enhanced story structure
– Both A and B stories can include causal and temporal connection 

words and specific vocabulary.

From: Spencer & Peterson, 2016
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